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Although it has only been two
years since the last National Order of
the Arrow Conference, for some this
time has felt like an eternity. NOAC’s
are designed to inspire Arrowmen and
remind them of the reality that the
ideals of  brotherhood, cheerfulness,
and service that unite young leaders
across the nation. It is a time for
making new friendships and building
on older ones. It is a time for learning
new ways to serve our councils, camps,
and units. But primarily it is a time to

The NOAC snapshot
rededicate ourselves to the purposes
of  the Order of  the Arrow.

NOAC packs such an exciting
program into a few short days that
you’ll never want to leave. Arena style
theme shows grace the nights, while
invaluable training and fellowship
activities capture our mornings and
afternoons. For ceremonialists,
NOAC is a dream come true.
American Indian enthusiasts have
pow-wows, competitions, and
seminars specially designed to include

By Tom Eliopoulos

Welcome to NOAC 2004¦¦¦¦¦WEATHER

¦¦¦¦¦RELIGIOUS SERVICES

See page 5 for locations and
times.

¦¦¦¦¦BUFFALO CHIPS

The Buffalo Chips trading post
will be open from 8:30 a.m. to
5 p.m. each day of  the
conference. It is located in the
basement of the Memorial
Union.

Sunday

Sunny
Hi 88, Lo 68

Saturday

Mostly Sunny
Hi 85, Lo 65

ISU Stadium. Carl Head

¦¦¦¦¦NOAC SHOWS

See page 3 for important
information about attending
the conference shows.

all areas of  dance and drumming.
Camping expositions, T.O.A.P. (The
Outdoor Adventure Place), and high-
adventure demonstrations are
intertwined with athletic events and
entertainment throughout the
conference. National Council of
Chiefs meetings will introduce new
programs and resources for our lodges
and sections, and allow Arrowmen
opportunities to brainstorm ideas that
will benefit those we serve.
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¦¦¦¦¦ATTENDANCE

Approximately 6,500
Arrowmen are expected to be
at this year’s Conference.

¦¦¦¦¦NOAC LIVE

Be sure to tell your friends and
relatives back home to check
out NOAC’s exclusive web
coverage of  the conference at
http://live.oa-bsa.org.

Welcome from the National Chiefs...
page 2

Leadership Symposium...   page 5

Spirit Award...   page 7
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Welcome from the
National Chief

Fellow Arrowman,
Welcome to the 2004 National

Order of  the Arrow Conference!
Many arrowmen from all over the
country have been working tirelessly
to make sure that you have the greatest
experience possible!  Make sure that
you take advantage of  everything that
this conference has to offer, whether
it be the exciting training
opportunities, intense competitions or
breathtaking shows.  Our time here is
short - make it count!

Remember that you are here today
because you were chosen to serve, not
for what you have done, but for what

2004 National Chief  Jeff
Hayward is an Eagle Scout and Vigil
Honor member of  Tetonwana
Lodge in Section C-1A.

A South Dakota native, Jeff  has
served the Order in many different
roles, including lodge chief, section
chief  and staff  for the 2000
National OA Conference and 2003
Indian Summer.

In addition to serving as the
National Chief, Jeff  majors in
business management at the
University of  South Dakota and
enjoys lacrosse, climbing,
racquetball, camping and mountain
biking.

When asked about his thoughts
on NOAC, Jeff  replied, “The
national and section officers have
invested a lot of  time and effort to

All about Jeff
make this NOAC the best yet. We
hope everybody has a memorable
time and can truly comprehend the
conference theme ‘Chosen to Serve,
Inspired to Lead’ and take back
home to their lodges!”

Brothers,
Welcome to our National

Conference for 2004 here at Iowa
State University. Six years ago I
attended my first conference here,
themed “memories of the past, a
vision for the future.”

Then a young arrowman, I
participated in lodge dance
competitions, attended training cells,
and enjoyed much fellowship.

At that conference we were each
asked to determine our own vision in
the OA and for life. My vision then
included becoming more involved in
my lodge and unit as well as my
community.

Yet I never expected to be where
I am today. Using this vision and

A letter from the
National Vice-Chief

David’s bio
2004 National Vice Chief  David

Dowty is an Eagle Scout and Vigil
Honor member of  Black Eagle Lodge
of  the Germany-based Transatlantic
Council.

Dave serves not only as the first
national officer from Black Eagle, but
also served as the first section officer
from his lodge in the entire history
of  the Order of  the Arrow.

He attended the 1998, 2000 and
2002 NOACs as a participant and
looks forward to serving as the
National Vice Chief  during this year’s
conference.

Currently a student at Johnson
and Whales University in Rhode
Island, Dave majors in international

business. In his spare time, Dave
enjoys theater, debate, sailing and
playing golf.

Amidst his excitement for NOAC,
Dave commented, “Remember, we
were all chosen to serve not only those
who wear the sash, but more
importantly those who do not.”

you will do in the future.  We hope
that you leave this conference inspired
- not just to serve, but to help others
reach their own pinnacle of  servant
leadership.

I look forward to meeting you this
week, and I hope that you not only
enjoy the conference, but create
memories impossible to forget!

Yours in Brotherhood,
Jeff  Hayward

dedicating myself  to service through
the Order of  the Arrow, has taught
me many valuable life lessons.

I challenge you to see your own
vision while here at this conference
that will guide you on your life’s
journey. Ask questions of  your fellow
brothers and learn from what they
have done by understanding how they
have accomplished their own goals.

Remember, always make time for
fun and I’ll see you around the
campus.

Yours in Brotherhood,
David C. Dowty.

NOAC is handicap accessible
Handicapped persons requiring

easier accessibility to shows can find
assistance by visiting the Special
Access tent at registration. Each
handicapped participant will receive
two passes—one for himself, and
another for a friend.

Handicapped Scouts who did not
receive a pass at registration can go to
the Accessibility Services office to get
one.

Hearing impaired Arrowman
requiring an interpreter get the same
pass. A sign language interpreter will

be at shows. Participants requiring
these services should arrive at the west
entrance of the Hilton Arena no later
than 7 p.m.

Buses are also fully equipped to
handle handicapped people.
Handicapped Arrowman may also

drive their own vehicle and use the
west entrance of  the Hilton Arena.

Also, anyone with certification in
sign language, or any other questions,
should contact the Accessibility office
at 296-3678.
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Iowa State University is delighted to host the 2004 National Order
of the Arrow Conference and we welcome all of the Scouts, leaders,
staff, volunteers, and family members to our campus and the community
of Ames.

Iowa State and the National Order of the Arrow share something
very significant in common, and that’s the importance of developing
strong leadership skills in our young people. Scouting provides excellent
opportunities for young people to grow and develop as leaders, as well
as learn skills that will benefit you throughout your lives. The goal,
which we share, is to prepare young people to become active and
involved citizens and leaders in our society.

All of us at Iowa State wish you a most enjoyable and educational
stay with us, and we hope you will visit us again. We would also be very
happy to visit with you about your educational future. Please feel free
to contact my office or visit our web site at www.iastate.edu.

Have a great time!

Thomas L. Hill
Vice President for Student Affairs

Welcome Scouts and friends!

As night falls over Iowa State University this evening, the 2004 National
Order of the Arrow Conference will officially open with a bang! Be prepared
for fun and excitement as the National Order of the Arrow Shows Committee
incorporates high-end special effects with the spirit of Scouting, to create this
powerful opening show, entitled Connect.

Highlights of the show include meeting your 2004 National Officers,
watching your lodge flap march proudly on stage, and learning of the
opportunities that await you at the once in a lifetime experience here in Iowa.
Don’t miss the big opening to the most exciting week in Order of the Arrow
history. Doors open at the Hilton Coliseum at 7:30 tonight. Come with your
lodge and learn what the Order of the Arrow is all about!

Your “Connection” to
excitement

By Mike Gollner

NOAC shows and
entrance info

In order to help reduce confusion during the evening shows, located
at Hilton Coliseum, please remember the following:

1. No video cameras, however flash cameras are ok.
2. No food or drinks are allowed in the coliseum.
3. Please use proper conduct while in the coliseum. No laser pointers,

silly string, water guns or any other object that may distract others from
viewing the show, or prevent the show from being presented.

4. Due to space, safety and security concerns, NO backpacks, fanny
packs, other  carried bags, totems, or any large objects are allowed
inside the coliseum during shows. Unattended items will be removed from
the premises.

5. Conference ID Cards required for entrance to all shows.  Arrowmen
should assemble at their assigned door before the show.  The color on the
top of your Conference ID Card will correspond to the door you use:

Red/Orange – South Door
Purple – West Door
Green/Blue – North Door
Clear (Staff) – Any Door

The color of these doors can also be found on the stairs outside of the
entrance.

Founded on a land grant from the
United States government, Iowa State
University has been an integral part
of Iowa’s culture and history since
1868. Iowa State was one of the first
colleges in the nation to allow both
male and female students—a
breakaway from the usual male-only
policies of the day. Intended as an
educational resource for the sons and
daughters of the farmers of Iowa,
Iowa State has become one of the
nation’s leaders in college-based
technological and biological research
and development.

Apart from the rich background
of the University and all it has to offer,
the beautiful campus is also worthy of
attention. Annually ranked as one of
the nation’s top landscapes, Iowa State
University includes a number of
buildings and facilities on the U.S.
government’s Historical Places roster.

Whirling around
By Phil Gallegos

Of those is the Campanile Bell Tower,
located on the road by the peaceful
Lake Laverne, and west of the
Memorial Union Building. While
touring the Iowa State University
campus, make sure to stop by the
grand Beardshear Building, at the west
end of the field overseen by
Campanile, to see one of the
University’s most historic buildings.

Use your time at NOAC to
become familiar with ISU, and take in
the beauty of its facil it ies and
landscape. Get out of your dorm and
explore what the campus has to offer.
Yes, you’ll see much of the campus as
you go through your classes, but you’ll
see and experience even more if you
take some extra time to get to know
ISU. Remember to venture only in to
non-restricted areas as marked on your
map, and please check in with your
adviser beforehand.

Carl Head
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inside scoop from the Region
leadership. Orientation is also the
first chance Arrowmen will have to
learn the logistics of conference.
What time is breakfast?  What exactly
does the Region Chief do? Where
do I go for my religious Service on
Sunday? You’ll learn all of this and
more at your Region’s Orientation,
held from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Scheman Courtyard.  See you there!

Regions direct lodge leadership

OA rednecks receive
watermelon party

by Seth Dearmin

I’ve seen you so I know you’re out
there—Redneck Arrowmen. Come
one, come all to celebrate the
commencement of our 2004 National
Conference as the Activities and
Recreation Committee (ARC) hosts
an event best described as the Redneck
Games. This first official NOAC event
will promote zany,
unconventional, yet healthy,
competition between lodges
in hubcap throwing, bobbing
for pigs feet, mullet-braiding
(not really though...), and
much, much more. The
games will continue
throughout the day in the
Scheman Lower Courtyard
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday. Lodges scoring the
most points by the end of the
competitions will be
rewarded with one of several
coveted watermelon parties

courtesy of ARC. Also, extra bonus
points will be awarded to lodges
donning ‘redneck’ or ‘hick’ attire while
competing. Start your NOAC
experience off on the right foot!
Participate in the Redneck Games—
you know you want  to!

by John Myers
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Health sevices clinic
ready for anything

NOAC Health Services would like to extend their welcome to you.  We
have set up a free clinic in the Northwest Study Lounge of the Memorial
Union, which will be kept open 24 hours a day throughout the conference. If
you have any medical needs, please stop by, and we will do our best to assist
you. In addition, we will have a satellite clinic open during Founder’s Day.
During shows, medical personnel can be easily identified by blue vests with
yellow stripes and the word “MEDICAL” emblazoned on them.  If you have
a medical emergency, call 911 from any campus phone.  After the situation
has been resolved, please notify the medical staff at extension 6-3675.

This year, we have added an Access group to assist those Arrowmen with
special needs. Any Arrowman who needs special assistance while at the
conference should contact this group at extension 6-3678.  Their office is
located in the lobby of the NOAC medical clinic in the Memorial Union
building.

On Saturday, July 31st, thousands
of Arrowmen will convene on Iowa
State University for the National
Order of the Arrow Conference.
With new programs going on
campus-wide, there’s a ton to do.
Where better to find out about all
of these awesome opportunities
than at your Region Orientation?
Orientation is your chance to find
out about all of the cool happenings
of NOAC. From Shows to Training,
TOAP to the Expo, you’ll get the

Courtesy of Indian Summer 2003 Staff
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By Jason Kemp

“Leadership ends with the Order of the Arrow. After serving your fellow
Arrowman, one ceases to contribute to the well-being of society. Aside from
Scouting, leadership has no place.”

Needless to say, these statements are very controversial. We readily accept
that the Order of the Arrow cultivates leadership abilities in youths which
can be used in our day-to-day lives, extending far beyond the limits of Scouting.
But how?

Arrowmen interested in exploring this question will have the opportunity
to do so from 9 a.m. to noon Monday morning in the company of a panel of
highly successful leaders from backgrounds ranging from military and politics
to academia, business, and public service. This National Leadership Symposium
will encourage dialogue between participants and panelists with the goal of
understanding how a life is enriched through servant leadership.

Public policymakers, public servants, and even businessmen who interact
with society in important ways contribute to this leadership legacy within
their respective career fields. As Arrowmen, we live the legacy of the Order
of the Arrow, but what other ways do our Scouting experiences affect our
actions and attitudes in a social context?

What better opportunity to delve deeper into these topics than to
participate in a unique roundtable discussion with proven, dedicated leaders?
This interactive ‘leadership in service’ exercise promises to avoid standard
lecturing procedures. Rather, the National Leadership Symposium encourages
service-oriented Arrowmen of all ages to attend and contribute insights as to
the enrichment of these topics through questions, answers, and debates about
the broad world of leadership.

Participants may register online or come to the Training Office in the
Pioneer Room of the Student Union. Inquiries may be directed to either
Jason Kemp, Tony Fiori, or Steve Silbiger. Attendance is limited to 400; make
sure you show up on time. The Leadership Symposium will open Monday at
8:30 am in Hoover Hall 2055.

Symposium allows interaction
between Arrowman and

successful leaders

The National Leadership Symposium
panel is comprised of the

following leaders:

Marcia Newman
Greenleaf Center for
Servant Leadership

Dr. Thomas Hill
Iowa State University Vice

President for Student
Affairs

Admiral Dan McCarthy
United States Navy

Edward A. Pease
Business/Public Service

The forum will be moderated by
Jason Kemp.

Religious services will take place
Sunday, August 1, at various places
throughout the Iowa State campus.
Bearing in mind that reverence is
not only a component of the
Brotherhood Award but also the
twelfth point of the Scout Law, all
services will be held between 4 p.m.
and 5 p.m. at the following
locations:

• Roman Catholic
St. Thomas Aquinas
Church
(on Lincoln-Way across
from the Memorial Union)

• Latter Day Saints
Fisher Theater

• Scout’s Own
Scheman 175-179

• Protestant/Christian
Stephens Auditorium

• Eastern Orthodox
Scheman 167

• Jewish Religious Service
Scheman 275

In addition, chaplains will be
available Monday through
Wednesday in the Memorial Union
Chapel for any and all interested
NOAC participants. Chaplains can
be reached in their office at 296-
3665 or 296-3703.

One new feature of this year’s
NOAC is a devotional time for
members of all faiths each morning
at 6:00 am in the basement of the
Memorial Union Chapel across
from the Food Court. This non-
denominational opportunity will
begin Monday, August 2, and
continue each morning through the
last day of the conference.

Religious
services

scheduled
New inter-faith

devotionals start
Monday

The special events committee has a limited number of at-large seats
available for the recognition dinner honoring the 2004 recipients of the OA
Distinguished Service Award (DSA), which will take place on Sunday, August
1. Single tickets, available for $30.00, will be sold on a first come, first serve
basis only to holders of the DSA  until they are exhausted.

If you are NOT a member of the National Order of the Arrow
Committee OR a guest of a 2004 recipient and wish to attend the DSA
Recognition dinner, please make your reservation by contacting the special
events committee at their office in the Iowa Memorial Union, Room 236.

Tix for DSA dinner
Available only to DSA recipients
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For the first time ever, NOAC
merchandise can be ordered online.
In late spring of 2004, the trading post
successfully launched the NOAC
website. This e-commerce site now
offers Arrowmen the most
convenient way to peruse and
purchase conference memorabilia.

The site’s secure server allows you
to order NOAC merchandise safely
and confidently. In addition, the site
features both pictures and thorough
descriptions of  all available
merchandise. In this way, the trading

TOAP
means adventure

By Mike Miller

As if  all these activities weren’t
enough incentive to come down to the
TOAP course, there will also be
thousands of  dollars worth of  free
prize giveaways for Arrowmen to
enjoy. Simply come down to the
TOAP area and drop off  the coupon
you received in your welcome packet.
This will enter you in a drawing for
the chance to win prizes ranging from
pocket knives to sleeping bags and
tents or even the grand prize, the
coveted sky box seats for the NOAC
Theme Show! So, while you’re walking
around this beautiful Iowa State
campus wondering what to do next,
take a chance and come down to the
TOAP course and have some fun.

Looking to fill your time at
NOAC with adventure?  Interested in
learning more about Leave No Trace,
camping, and alternative cooking
methods?  Well then you won’t want
to miss the TOAP course this year
because TOAP is back and better than
ever for this 2004 conference!

TOAP, short for Total Outdoor
Adventure Place, will feature disability
awareness activities, f ly fishing
instruction, and the only horizontal
climbing wall at the conference, and
all this in addition to the usual TOAP
activities. There are also some new
additions to the TOAP course this
year, including a practice portage trail
and pioneering areas.

New online
trading post

By Todd Turner

post was able to provide its services
before the conference, allowing
Arrowmen to place their orders
beforehand for pickup when they
arrive in Iowa.

In the past, all order forms had to
be received weeks before the
conference started. However, with the
institution of  this website the NOAC
trading post can accept orders from
Arrowmen, whether attending or not,
up through the last day of  the
conference. You can find this site by
visiting http://tradingpost.oa-bsa.org.

NOAC Security is located in Room C3117 of  the Maple-Willow-Larch
Commons. Security office phone numbers:

Emergency ONLY: x 63712 using Campus phones, or (515) 296-3712
General Information x 63710 using Campus phones, or (515) 296-3710
General Information x 63711 using Campus phones, or (515) 296-3711

Look for Security Staff  in the bright orange caps and tan shirts for
assistance.

Always lock your room door and never leave belongings unattended.
YOU are responsible for YOUR valuables.

Severe Weather Warning System: In event of  weather emergency a
steady wail siren will sound. If  you hear this alarm, seek the designated
shelter areas, located in each building, immediately. The City of  Ames will
conduct a test at 10:00 am on Wednesday, August 4, weather permitting,
and does not issue an “all clear” siren. For additional information, please
refer to local radio and television stations - please do not call the police
department during severe weather situations - unless you have an actual
emergency.

Pedestrians shall be given the right-of-way at all crosswalks or when in
compliance with existing traffic controls. Please use designated crosswalks.
For your knowledge, Campus Authorities will ticket jaywalkers.

Lost & Found items are placed with Administrative Services, located in
the Memorial Union, Gallery. If  you have lost an item, swing by and let
them know. Found items may be taken there, or given to any NOAC
Security Staff.

Bicycles – Every person riding a bicycle on a street or highway on campus
is granted all the privileges and is subject to all the regulations applicable
to a driver of  any motor vehicle on that street or highway.

Roller skates, roller blades, and skateboards are permitted on campus
sidewalks, but not in university structures. BSA regulations require that all
bike riders, skateboarders and roller bladders wear a helmet while moving
about campus and yield right of  way to all pedestrians.

There is a no smoking rule that applies to all campus buildings. Smoke
alarms in the buildings bring a full response by fire and rescue.

The Noise Ordinance for the City of  Ames permits for a maximum
level for the hours of  7am to midnight at 60 decibels, and for the hours of
midnight to 7am at 55 decibels.

Campus Emergency Phones: Iowa State University has a number of
Emergency Phones for people to use. These phones were installed to be
used by people in the event of  an emergency. By pushing the red button
on the phone, you are linked directly to the Police Division. These are 911
enhanced which brings a full response by emergency personnel. They are
Emergency only. Non-emergency and routine business calls should be
placed to 294-4428.

By Patrick  Higgins

NOAC security
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NOAC code of conduct

By Brian Casper

Lodge spirit award

ATTENTION LODGES: Are
you the most spirited lodge at
NOAC?  If  you think you have what
it takes to win the Spirit Award
Competition—prove it!  Lodges
wishing to qualify for the 2004
NOAC Lodge Spirit Award must
demonstrate effective planning,
participation, and teamwork at
NOAC.  National Chief  Jeff
Hayward will recognize the 20 top-
scoring lodges in a special award
ceremony at 4 p.m., Wednesday in
Scheman’s courtyard where each will
receive an elegant award statue. To
qualify, scorecards must be turned in
by 2 p.m. on Wednesday at the Lodge
Spirit Award booth during the
Founder’s Day celebration.

The general welfare of  any group depends on the conduct of  each
individual member. This ensures the success of  our NATIONAL ORDER
OF THE ARROW CONFERENCE 2004 and provides the maximum benefit
to every participant. As an Arrowman, I understand this and support the
reasonable demands of  conduct expected of  me.

I understand the lodge/section contingent leadership or Support Staff
Lead Advisers are responsible for the supervision of  its membership in respect
to maintaining discipline and security, and TO ENFORCE the NATIONAL
ORDER OF THE ARROW CONFERENCE 2004 Code of  Conduct.

As a member of  the Order of  the Arrow, I will
1. Observe the Scout Oath or Promise, the Scout Law and the Order of

the Arrow Obligation.
2.  Wear my official uniform and official event identification throughout

the event. Unofficial hats, patch jackets, medals, or decorations are not a part
of  my official uniform.

3. Attend all planned general sessions and electives.
4. Confine trading and swapping to free periods and designated areas.
5. Be personally responsible for breakage, damage, or loss of  property.
6. Observe quiet hours and lights out from midnight to 7 a.m.
7. Keep my quarters clean, my bed made and dispose of  trash in proper

place.
8. Not change my officially assigned room without permission from the

Event Headquarters. The reason being that emergency calls, for example, could
not be delivered if  room changes were unofficial.

9. Allow no unregistered person to occupy my dormitory room.
10. Wear suitable covering in the dormitory when going down the halls. I

will also wear suitable covering while swimming in the pools or participating
in the Event programs.

11. Observe all rules regarding the use of  the swimming pools and other
athletic facilities.

12. Understand that the purchase, possession, or consumption of  alcoholic
beverages or illicit drugs at the Event will not be permitted and will result in
immediate dismissal from the Event. This standard shall apply to all youth
and adult participants. Compliance with state law and host facility regulations
will apply at all times.

13. Comply with federal, state and city laws and host facility regulations,
including those which prohibit the use of  fireworks, firearms, and gambling.
Infraction of  these laws and regulations will be cause for immediate dismissal
from the Event.

14. Comply with the host facility rule prohibiting the use of  private
automobiles at the facility without permission from Event Headquarters.

15. Not be authorized to sell items at the Event. I understand that the
official trading posts are the only source for purchasing items at the Event.

16. At all times, be the considerate guest of  our host.
17. Follow the Boy Scouts of  America’s policy on smoking and observe

all NO-SMOKING restrictions.

Requirements to receive the
NOAC Lodge Spirit Award:

1. Meeting the minimum lodge
NOAC contingent quota of  10 +
1.5% of  the lodge’s 2003 charter year
membership.

2. Preparing a lodge history
display or presentation for the OA
Museum OR a booth at the Founder’s
Day Fair.

3. Representation by the lodge
chief  or his designee AND the
youngest member of  the NOAC
contingent at one of  the Very
Important Arrowmen (VIA)
luncheons.

4. Entering at least ONE team
ceremonies or Native American
competition/evaluation.

5. Entering at least ONE team
athletic competition.

6. Participation in any NOAC
non-athletic competition or
opportunity, such as OA Survivor,
$100,000 Arrowhead, Talent Show,
Lodge Web Site Competition,
Brotherhood Chorus, or Brotherhood
Band.

7. Representation by the lodge at
the 2004 NOAC National Council of
Chiefs (NCOC).

8. Percentage of  Arrowmen in the
lodge contingent earning the
Brotherhood Award for individual
NOAC participation.

9. Completion and submission of
the online Lodge Spirit Award
application in advance of  the 2004
NOAC. (Application is due by June 1,
2004.)

WWWW 94.1

Welcome, Arrowmen,
this is Matt Agarwala,
chairman of NOAC Radio
2004! This year we plan to
blow you away with our
crazy contests like: Jeff
Hayward Look-A-Like,
Sound like Seth Dearmin,
Macarena, and many more.
Come on down to the big
blue boom box by the
coliseum this NOAC for
your chance to create

ì Waves Over AmesîÖour
program that puts you in the
booth to DJ for everyone at
NOAC! You want songs?
You got songs? Weíll play
ëem or weíll get ëem. Make
requests at the booth.
Having a lodge party and
need some tunes? Contact
the Communications HQ.
Donít forget to tune in each
morning to hear one lucky
arrowman wake up the
conference!
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Saturday, July 31st
6:30 A.M. - 8:30 A.M. BREAKFAST FOR STAFF

(MAPLE-WILLOW-LARC H DINING CENTER)

7:00 A.M. - 8:00 A.M. CVC/LEAD ADVISER BREAKFAST MEETING

(MAPLE-WILLOW-LAR CH DINING CENTER)

8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. STAFF REGISTRATION (MAPLE-WILLOW-LARCH C3115)

8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. REDNECK GAMES (SCHEMAN LOWER COUR TYARD)

9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. LODGE CONTINGENT REGISTRATION

(SCHEMAN AND LOWER COURTYARD)

LODGE REGISTRATION

MEDICAL

HOUSING

TRAINING

LODGE ORIENTATIONS BY REGION

PROGRAM INFORMATION BY SUBCOMMITTEES

COMPETITION/PARTICIPATION SIGN-UP BY SUBCOMMITTEES

9:00 A.M. - 11:00 A.M. CAMPING & HIGH ADVENTURE STAFF MEETING

(TOAP SITE)

9:00 A.M. - 12:00 P.M. INDUCTIONS AND CEREMONIAL EVENTS (ICE)
EVALUATOR TRAINING

(HOOVER  1213)

9:00 A.M. - 12:00 P.M. ICE DRESS FOR SUCCESS EVALUATOR TRAINING

(HOOVER  1322)

9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. AMERICAN INDIAN EXPO (SCHEMAN 190)

9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. OA MUSEUM SET-UP/DISPLAY TURN-IN

(SCHEMAN 220-230-240)

OA HISTORICAL CEREMONY RE-ENACTMENT SET-UP

(SCHEMAN 204)

OA HISTORICAL RESERVATION AND ARCHIVING SET-UP

(SCHEMAN 208)

9:00 A.M. - 5 :00 P.M. TRADING POST OPEN (MEMORIAL UNION GREAT HALL)

9:00 A.M. - 5 :00 P.M. TRADING POST PRE  -ORDER PICK-UP

(MEMORIAL UNION, SOUTH BALLROOM)

11:30 A.M. - 1:30 P.M. LUNCH FOR STAFF (MAPLE-WILLOW-LARCH DINING CENTER)

1:00 P.M. - 4 :00 P.M. ICE EVALUATOR TRAINING

(HOOVER  1213)

1:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M. KAYAK STAFF MEETING

(MAPLE-WILLOW-LARCH PARKING LOT - NEAR SCUBA POOL)

1:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M. TRAINER ROOM SET-UP (VARIOUS LOCATIONS [NFP])

1:30 P.M. - 5:00 P.M. OPEN TOAP (MAPLE-W ILLOW-LARCH IM FIELD)

1:30 P.M. - 5:00 P.M. OPEN GYM (BEYER AND STATE GYMS)

2:00 P.M. CLIMBING STAFF MEETING

(LIED RECREATION ATHLETIC FACILITY)

4:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M. DSA RECIPIENT PHOTO SESSION

(COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE OFFICE)

4:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M. OA MUSEUM VOLUNTEER STAFF ORIENTATION

(SCHEMAN 220-230-240)

5:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M. DINNER CAMPUS (DINING CENTERS)

5:30 P.M. - 6:30 P.M. AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFT EXTRAVAGANZA AND JUDGING

(SCHEMAN COURTYARD)

6:30 P.M. - 7 :30 P.M. JEWISH RELIGIOUS SERVICE (MOVED TO SUNDAY)

6:30 P.M. - 7:30 P.M. A GATHERING OF INDIAN NATIONS [AMERICAN I NDIAN BUSK]

(SCHEMAN COURTYARD)

7:30 P.M. DOORS OPEN/PRE-SHOW (HILTON COLISEUM)

8:00 P.M. OPENING SHOW (HILTON COLISEUM)

9:30 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. OPEN BILLIARDS (MEMORIAL UNION)

9:30 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. OPEN BOWLING (MEMORIAL UNION)

9:30 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. MOVIES (SCHEMAN, BENTON AUDITORIUM)

IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING OPENING SHOW

9:30 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. PATCH TRADING (SCHEMAN, LOWER COURTYARD)

9:45 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. CONTINGENT LEADER MEETING (FIS HER THEATER)

10:00 P.M. - 10:30 P.M. INDIVIDUAL DANCE COMPETITION MEETING [SOUTHERN]
(FORKER 175 - GYM)

10:00 P.M. - 10:30 P.M. INDIVIDUAL DANCE COMPETITION MEETING [NORTHERN]
(FORKER 184 - GYM)

10:00 P.M. - 10:45 P.M. ACTIVITIES & RECREATION COMPETITION

TEAM LEADERS MEETING

(SCHEMAN 175-179)

10:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. OA CAFÉ (FRILEY FORMER WEST DINING ROOM;

WILLOW MAIN LOUNGE; KNAPP-STORMS COMMONS)

10:30 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. ICE STAFF MEETING (SCHEMAN 275)

Where Is It?!?

By Carl Head

The infamous “Where Is It” challenge has returned! Each morning, you
look at this picture, then while you participate in all of your activities, you
keep your eyes constantly peeled, ever
searching for the elusive image.  And
then, “there it is!”. You run as fast as
your feet will take you to the Maple-Wil-
low-Larch building, you happily jaunt up
the stairs and place a piece of paper with
a specific location neatly written on it
inside the drop box outside the NOAC
Newspaper Lab (Rm. C3112). If you
got the location correct, the next day
you checked the paper as you walked to breakfast and smiled as
you saw your name printed for all of NOAC to see. Good Luck,
and find that photo!




